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The following work deals with the discrediting tactics within the Question Time of the UK Prime Minister,
discourse, 09.04.19 investigation. The Question Time of the UK Prime Minister discourse is defined in the given
work as subtype of a parliamentary debates discourse with the global strategic purpose to gain and retain power
in the country, which is realized through the immediate strategic purposes and by the certain tactics and techniques
usage. The discrediting opponent tactics within the Question Time of the UK Prime Minister discourse is determined by the opposition "the UK Prime Minister Boris Johnsons and Opposition MPs with Jeremy Corbyn at the
head" and is defined in our work as a communicator actions set to diminish the valuable essence of the leader /
member of the opposite, competitive party or of the party as a whole. It is proposed to differentiate the individual
and collective opponent. The discrediting tactics within the given discourse are proposed to be grouped and classified into: discrediting tactics dealing with the opponent negative features based on the opponent system of values;
discrediting tactics referring also to the self-presenting tactics; insulting technique. The tactics number used by the
UK Prime Minister and Opposition MPs to discredit each other differs. It is stated that the UK Prime Minister Boris
Johnsons uses a tactics set to discredit the opposite Labour Party with Jeremy Corbyn at the head: "Opponent is a
coward" tactics, "Opponent is a criminal" tactics; the discrediting insulting tactics, comparison technique, benefits
tactics. It is stressed that the Opposition MPs with Jeremy Corbyn at the head uses a set of discrediting tactics to
discredit the UK Prime Minister Boris Johnsons and his Conservative Party: "Opponent is a liar" tactics; "Opponent is non-professional, “incompetent one" tactics; comparison technique.
Key words: Question Time of the UK Prime Minister discourse, discrediting opponent tactics, discrediting
insulting tactics, comparison technique, benefits tactics.

Problem statement. The given article is
devoted to the discrediting tactics problems within
the Question Time of the UK Prime Minister
(PMQs) discourse, 09.04.19. Being the subtype
of the parliamentary debates discourse, which is
rather investigated [1; 4; 5; 6;7; 8; 9;10;11; 12; 13;
14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 19;20], the Question Time of
the UK Prime Minister discourse has its specific
features which need further investigation. This fact
determines the necessity of the given scientific
research making it acute.
The aim of the paper is to investigate the
discrediting tactics within the Question Time of the
UK Prime Minister (PMQs) discourse, 09.04.19,
their specific features and realization ways. Simple
calculation method, discourse analysis method,
immediate constituents method, pure sampling and
comparative method are used to realize the aim of
the given work.
The material of the article. In reality, the
Question Time of the UK Prime Minister (PMQs)
is an official process of the UK political life, when
the UK Prime Minister (PM) answers questions of
the MPs (members of UK Parliament) in the UK
Parliament House of Commons during the half an

hour period each Wednesday from 12 – 12.30 p.
m. This process is broadcasted by radio, TV, the
Internet. The material of the Question Time of the
UK Prime Minister receives its full transcription in
the UK Parliament edition Hansard.
So, the UK Prime Minister as the executive
power highest representative organ in the UK – the
Government – answers the representatives questions
of the highest organ of the legislative power
in the country – the MPs of the UK Parliament.
This power distribution into the executive and
legislative branches in the UK is detached from
reality [11, 20; 13, 123; 14], because power in
the UK is distributed by two main Parties: the
Conservative and Labour Party.
At the current period of time, the UK
Government is headed by Boris Johnsons, the
Conservative Party representative. At the time of
the discourse realization Opposition is headed by
Jeremy Corbyn, the Labour Party representative.
Obviously, the House of Commons becomes an
Parties’ struggling arena, fighting for power in the
country [11, 20; 15, 209].
We consider that the Question Time of the UK
Prime Minister as a certain communicative action
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within the UK Parliament has the features of the
political, institutional and parliamentary debates
discourse.
As the political discourse the Question Time
of the UK Prime Minister has its communicative
purpose – to fight for power [12, 22– 28; 11, 44].
As the institutional discourse the Question Time
of the UK Prime Minister has role-statute distribution
of the communicators, the communication
purpose, the prototypical place of communication
[6, 37–64] and, in our opinion, fixed time of its
realization, the representation form.
As the parliamentary debates discourse the
Question Time of the UK Prime Minister has
the communicative purpose to discuss and find
solutions for home and oversea problems for the
UK within the UK Parliament.
In our work we differentiate the Question Time
of the UK Prime Minister as a parliamentary
debates discourse subtype with its own specific
features. It makes it possible to detach and define
the Question Time of the UK Prime Minister
discourse as a separate discourse type.
The communicators of the Question Time of the
UK Prime Minister discourse are evident: MPs, the
UK Prime Minister and Speaker. Their roles during
the Question Time are shared: the MPs are to put
questions to the UK Prime Minister and Prime
Minister is to answer them. Speaker has to regulate
and guarantee the order during this process of
parliamentary debates.
In this case, the Question Time of the UK Prime
Minister discourse is a communicative action in
the House of Commons of the UK Parliament,
organized in the parliamentary debates form
on Wednesday from 12 – 12.30 p. m. by putting
questions of the MPs to the UK Prime Minister on
the urgent home and outside problems for the UK
community and receiving answers for them, as the
way to control the UK Government at home and
abroad activity.
In its form the Question Time of the UK Prime
Minister is a polylogue with strict limits for the UK
Prime Minister only to answer questions without
putting questions to the Members of Parliament.
In this case, the Speaker, the MPs and the UK
Prime Minister put on the addressor information role
while organizing and reproducing their messages
during the process of the Question Time of the
UK Prime Minister and the role of the addressee
of information while listening to the messages of
the other communicators. At the same time, the
potential addressee of this communication – the
UK voters, who are absent in the real process of
parliamentary debates – fulfills the addressee main
role, whom this messages are addressed.

In our work we differentiate the term strategy
(or strategic purpose) and tactics (or technique ) of
the strategic purpose realization. Strategic purpose
of any communication means the aim of it and
tactics means the ways of the strategic purpose
realization.
Within the term strategy we differentiate the
global strategy and immediate strategies, which
determine the global strategy within the given
communicative situation.
In this case, we define any political discourse
global strategic purpose as gaining and retaining
the power. The number of the immediate strategies
and techniques to realize them may vary:
argumentative, appealing, self-praising, storytelling
technique, allies-praising, discrediting [7; 10, 11].
It depends on several factors: 1) communication
vector (cooperative or aggressive); 2) addressee
factor; 3) addressor factor (creator of message);
4) communicative situation (time, place, forms and
norms of realization); 5) global strategic purpose.
We’d like to add that all these factors are very
important to determine the immediate strategies
within the given situation and to choose the
appropriate ways and means of their realization
in the certain tactics form. As any communicative
situation is unique because of the mentioned above
factors and is not repeated once again because
of the time factor it makes any discourse unique
with its immediate strategies and tactics of their
realization complex.
Our previous investigation shows that the
Question Time of the UK Prime Minister discourse
is an argumentative discourse. The communicative
purpose of the argumentative discourse is “to
convince the interlocutor in the addressor’s view
point and actions correctness, to convince the
interlocutor in the necessity to act in the way
proposed by the information addressor” [2].
It is evident that it is practically impossible to
convince the interlocutor (the opponent parties
members) to take the addressor’s information view
point if they are opponents. In this case, parties try to
influence not the opponents but the potential voters.
We can state that MPs prepare their questions
to the UK Prime Minister beforehand in logical
sequence from argument to argument, from fact
to fact. Moreover, the argumentative component
of MPs questions consists of 2 main elements: the
question itself and the prelude argumentative part
of it as arguments series. The position of the Prime
Minister is different, he answers the MPs questions
with its argumentative part spontaneously.
The analysis of the Question Time of the UK
Prime Minister discourse shows that it is rather
discrediting than argumentative discourse.
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It is known that any communication type may
be either of the cooperative or of the aggressive,
confronting, conflict nature, based on the desire of
the communicators either to have the cooperative
or confronting relations. The cooperative
communication presupposes following the
cooperative principles described by Leech,
Lakkoff, Grice, [16; 19; 20] and the confronting
communication neglects following these principles.
We consider that nature of communication
is grounded on the dual nature of its creators –
human beings, who in their nature have the animal,
or beast, and social features. This inner struggle
between the animal and social essence within
the person is dialectal. The greater share of
one of them determines the communicative
vector – aggressive or cooperative one. Moreover,
communication creators intentionally choose this
or that communication vector, either to be leaders,
to dominate, to fight and win, to get a victory or to
cooperate, to collaborate, to find compromises.
It is proved that any political discourse, and the
Question Time of the UK Prime Minister as part
of it, is an aggressive, conflict communication
with the purposes 1) to discredite opponents;
2) to praise the allies; 3) to make self-praising,
self-presentation [10, 11]. To our mind, in reality
the process of discrediting opponents and of selfpraising, self-presenting are intercollective ones,
which presupposes the presence of both of them.
It’s known that discrediting means to diminish
somebody’s authority, significance and importance
[10, 21]. Any communication based on the
opponent communicators discrediting is a conflict,
aggressive and confronting communication, the
aim of which is to dominate, to be the leader,
deprive opponents to be leaders.
We can state that the Question Time of the UK
Prime Minister in the House of Commons resembles
the fight, the battle between the UK Prime Minister
and the MPs from the opposite Party, each of them
tries to win the victory of it – to discredit each other,
by appealing to the persons’ emotions and feelings,
values and wishes – the inhabitants of the UK.
In our work we differentiate 2 types of opponents:
1) the collective opponent (the competitive parties
themselves); 2) the individual opponent (the
leaders of the parties, the members of the parties).
So, the discrediting technique within the
Question Time of the UK Prime Minister discourse
is aimed either to discredit, to diminish the
collective opponent’s importance and value –
competitive party – or of the individual opponent –
competitive parties’ leaders and members.
Based on the fact that the Conservative and
Labour Parties are in constant process of power

struggling and the UK Prime Minister as the
Conservative Party` representative is opposed to
the Labour Party MPs, the number of questions
given by the Conservative Party representatives
to the UK Prime Minister is lower than the
questions number given by the opponents – the
representatives of the Labour Party.
The the Question Time analysis of the UK Prime
Minister shows that the number of questions given
to the UK Prime Minister Boris Johnsons by the
leader of the Labour Party Jeremy Corbyn, the head
of Opposition in the House of Commons, is the
highest. So, this discourse is a battle between two
leaders of the competitive parties. Their attempts to
diminish the valuable essence either of the collective
or individual opponents of the competitive party
is nothing but verbal attack [7, 31 – 32] to the
competitive party leader or the party as a whole.
We can state that the portion of the verbal
attacks to discredit the individual opponent – the
leader of the competitive party – prevails within
the Question Time of the UK Prime Minister in
comparison with the verbal attacks to discredit the
collective opponent.
In our work we define the process of discrediting
somebody, something with the locating process,
gradation some ideas of the things, phenomena,
processes from reality on the appraisal scale.
The process of gradation the ideas of real things,
phenomena, processes on the appraisal scale
means to locate these ideas in accordance to
neutral, negative or positive grades within the
goodness/ evilness, usefulness/ harmfulness for
the human beings [3]. In this case, to discredite
somebody, something means to locate the idea
of the discredited item on the negative grade of
the appraisal scale or, in other words, to give it
negative evaluation.
So, it is obvious that a great language unit
number with negative meaning are used to discredit
opponents within the UK Prime Minister Question
Time discourse: surrender, poverty, coward, sham,
shameless.
Generally speaking, gradation is done into
useful and harmful, good and evil and is normative
for human beings as any person has a chance to
make a choice, to choose an item, a process, a
behavior type to follow, an action type and deed
to fulfill from positive and negative sets. In other
words, gradation is done into good and evil, useful
and harmful and its choice is determined by system
of values, relevant and important ideas for the
individual.
Traditionally, all values are subdivided into
positive, or moral values, and negative, or immoral
values. This traditional classification with its moral
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and immoral values was proved by long-term
human practice and reflects the general human
society social direction – the necessity to distant
and avoid harmful and useless items and that for
the peaceful co-existence of all human society
members with their respect to each other. But any
person having his/her individual experience and
matters universe understanding may neglect this
traditional long-term practice with its division into
good and evil, making his/her priority system.
The UK Prime Minister discourse Question
Time analysis shows that the opponent tactics
discrediting are based on the opponents negative
evaluation, individual or collective, by correlating,
identifying the opponent with negative, immoral
values system in all spheres of his/her/their life.
Generally speaking, the number of negative,
immoral values and the number of human life
spheres presuppose a great discrediting tactics,
techniques quantity.
The analysis of the Question Time of the UK
Prime Minister discourse shows that opponents
were discredited in accordance to: 1) personal,
individual life (character features, relations with
relatives, friends): 2) professional life ( ability to
fulfill the appointed position tasks) 3) relations
with law and legal system; 4) political life.
Grounding on the factor of negative, immoral
values and the human life spheres we have
determined and grouped all the discrediting tactics
within the Question Time UK Prime Minister
discourse into:1) Opponent is a liar; 2) Opponent
is a coward; 3) Opponent is non-professional,
incompetent; 4) Opponent is a criminal.
According to the investigation results we can state
that discrediting tactics of the MPs of Opposition
with Jeremy Corbyn at the head to discredit the UK
Prime Minister Boris Johnson are the following:
a) Opponent is a liar:
Jeremy Corbyn
Share
He is obviously so confident of the position that
he has adopted that he is now prepared to spend
£100 million of our money on an advertising
campaign to try to persuade people that everything
is fine. He knows it is not, and they know it is not.
He is hiding the facts [21].
The oppositions "he – they", "everything is fine –
it is not", word combination with explicit negative
meaning "hiding the facts" and word combination
with the contextual negative meaning "to spend
£100 million of our money on an advertising
campaign" are used by Jeremy Corbyn to prove
that the UK prime Minister Boris Johnsons is a liar,
who hides facts and manipulates information for
his own interests and interests of his party.

b) Opponent is non-professional, incompetent:
1. Jeremy Corbyn
Share
My first question to the Prime Minister, and
no answer given! I asked what proposals had
been put to the EU. We asked yesterday–many
colleagues asked–and he seems utterly incapable
of answering. [21].
The given example contains the oppositions
"question- answer", "I(my)/we – he", which stress
the opposite relations between the communicators,
and contain the phrase "... he seems utterly
incapable of answering", which is intended to
prove Boris Johnsons’ incompetence.
The Question Time analysis of the UK Prime
Minister discourse shows that the UK Prime Minister
Boris Johnsons uses such discrediting tactics to
diminish the valuable essence of the opponent,
competitive party and its leader Jeremy Corbyn as:
a) Opponent is a criminal, illegal, having bad
reputation:
1. The Prime Minister
Share
Gentleman’s surrender Bill would wreck a ny
chances of the talks. We do not know what his strategy
would be if he took over. He is asking for mobs of
Momentum activists to paralyse the traffic [21].
2. The Prime Minister
Share
He makes a contrast between this Government
and his own proposals. The contrast could not be
clearer: we think that the friends of this country
are to be found in Paris, in Berlin and in the White
House, and he thinks that they are in the Kremlin,
in Tehran and–[Interruption.] He does. And in
Caracas – [21].
The first example includes the words and word
combination with negative meaning surrender,
wreck, paralyze the traffic and word combination
mobs of Momentum activists with the meaning
“criminals, mafia”. Using them the UK Prime
Minister Boris Johnsons tries to show the UK
voters that Jeremy Corbyn’s actions and the
Labour Party anti-Brexit protests are illegal, that
the Labour Party’s leader has connections with
criminals and mafia, which may be harmful for the
UK community.
The second example is given in the comparison
form, so it is also known as comparative tactics.
The opposition "We (we, this Government, this
country) – he (he, his proposals)" is concerned
with the friends, allies of both sides. The UK Prime
Minister tries to prove the UK voters that allies
of his Conservative Party are highly developed,
highly civilized countries with the governments
located in Paris, in Berlin and in the White House,
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while allies of the opposite Labour Party with its
leader Jeremy Corbyn have bad reputation and
their governments are located in criminal Kremlin,
in terroristic Tehran , in mafia Caracas. The UK
Prime Minister Boris Johnsons tries to prove that
Labour Party binds with criminal allies may be
harmful for the UK community.
b) Opponent is a coward:
The given tactics is realized through the usage
of the word frightened and word combination
dither and delay, which is repeated several times
within the Boris Johnsons’ message, to prove that
Jeremy Corbyn is coward to make decisions, to
make changes, to realize strategically necessary
plans of the country development.
1. The Prime Minister
Share
I really do not see how with a straight face
the right hon. Gentleman can accuse anybody of
being unwilling to stand up to scrutiny when he
will not agree to submit his surrender Bill to the
verdict of the people in an election. He is frit; he is
frightened. [21].
2. What are they supposed to chant? What is
the slogan? “What do we want? Dither and delay
[the same].
We differentiate the other discrediting tactics
which at the same time also belong to the selfpresenting tactics: 1) comparison technique to show
the advantages of themselves and disadvantages of
the opponents; 2) benefits tactics to show pluses
and strong positions of themselves.
Realization of the benefits tactics we can see
in the following example, when the UK Prime
Minister tries to show pluses of his Conservative
Party ruling the country ( I, this Conservative
Party ) by using the economics term living wage ,
words with positive meaning proud, thanks to, by
using the contextually positive word combination
£4,500 more every year than they were in 2010:
The Prime Minister
Share
I am proud to say that those on the living wage
are now taking home £4,500 more every year than
they were in 2010, thanks to this Conservative
Government. [21].
The comparison tactics is used all over the verbal
fight between two leader of the opposite parties,
when each side tries to show their advantages and
opponent disadvantages:
The Prime Minister
Share
We are putting 20,000 police on the street, we
have 20 new hospital upgrades, we are growing the
economy. The right hon. Gentleman, by contrast,
would put a £300 billion tax on every company in

the country, he wants a tax on homes, and he is
calling incessantly for a general strike. [21].
The given tactics is realized through the
usage of the opposition we – he (gentleman)
and the contextually positive and negative
word combinations where positive ones are the
following: putting 20,000 police. growing the
economy, 20 new hospital upgrades and negative
ones are £300 billion tax on every company in the
country, a tax on homes, general strike.
The discrediting tactics of insulting, mocking,
ridiculing stands apart from the given above
classifications. This tactics is an immediate explicit
verbal attack of the highest rank .The person who
uses this tactics does know the results of it: it
may be the insulting, mocking feedback or even
physical attack - an immediate physical contact, an
immediate physical fight.
The discrediting tactics of insulting is used
5 times by the UK Prime Minister Boris Johnsons:
1. ...and I think he is “caracas”! [21].
2. The shadow Education Secretary says that
Labour’s economic policy is–and I quote, by your
leave, Mr. Speaker,–“shit-or-bust”; I say it is both.
(the same).
3. He is frit. ( 2 times) (the same).
4. Gentleman is worried about free trade deals
with America, but I can see only one chlorinated
chicken in the House, and he is sitting on the
Opposition Front Bench (the same).
All the examples of the discrediting tactics
realization include the usage of metaphors, which
makes it possible to transfer some qualities of one
object to another one.
To sum up the material we can state that the
discrediting opponent strategy within the Question
Time of the UK Prime Minister discourse is
realized in the form of several discrediting tactics:
a) Opponent is a liar; b) Opponent is coward;
c) Opponent is non-professional, incompetent;
d) Opponent is criminal; e) the discrediting tactics
of insulting f) comparison technique; g) tactics
of benefits. The number of tactics used from the
opposite sides – the UK Prime Minister Boris
Johnsons and Opposition MPs with Jeremy Corbyn
at the head – varies.
The UK Prime Minister Boris Johnsons uses
such discrediting tactics to diminish the valuable
essence of the opposite Labour Party and its
leader Jeremy Corbyn as: a) Opponent is coward;
b) Opponent is criminal; c) the discrediting tactics
of insulting d) comparison technique; e) tactics of
benefits.
The MPs of the Opposition with Jeremy Corbyn
at the head uses the set of discrediting tactics to
discredite the UK Prime Minister Boris Johnsons
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and his Conservative Party: a) Opponent is a liar;
b) Opponent is non-professional, incompetent;
d) comparison technique.
Conclusions. Summing up the material,
we can state that the Question Time of the UK
Prime Minister discourse as a certain type of the
parliamentary debates discourse has the global
strategy to gain and retain power, realization of
which depends on realization of some immediate
strategic purposes and on the usage of some
tactics and techniques. The discrediting opponent
tactics within the Question Time of the UK Prime
Minister discourse are determined by the intention
of the UK Prime Minister Boris Johnsons, the
representative of the Conservative Party, and the
MPs of the Opposition with Jeremy at the head, the
representatives of the Labour Party, to discredite
each other, to diminish the valuable essence of
the leader, member of the opposite, competitive
party or party as a whole, known as individual and

collective opponents. The discrediting individual
opponent tactics prevails within the Question Time
of the UK Prime Minister discourse. The given
discourse is a battle of two leaders – Boris Johnsons
and Jeremy Corbyn – to discredite each other. For
the purposes of the discrediting opponent a set
of tactics is used: 1) discrediting tactics dealing
with the opponent negative features based on the
opponent system of values; 2) discrediting tactics
referring also to the self-presenting tactics and
3) insulting technique. The number of the
discrediting tactics differs from each side.
It is perspective to investigate the realization
of the discrediting tactics of the opposite sides
within the Question Time of the UK Prime
Minister discourse, to investigate the usage of
stylistic devices and expressive means within the
Question Time of the UK Prime Minister discourse
to provoke the attention of addressee to the ideas
given in the discourse.
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ДИСКРЕДИТУЮЧІ ОПОНЕНТА ТАКТИКИ
У ДИСКУРСІ ВІДПОВІДІ НА ЗАПИТАННЯ ПРЕМ’ЄР МІНІСТРА
СПОЛУЧЕНОГО КОРОЛІВСТВА У ПАРЛАМЕНТІ, 04.09.19
Гуменюк Наталя Григорівна
кандидат філологічних наук, доцент,
доцент кафедри англійської філології та перекладу
Київського університету імені Бориса Грінченка
вул. Бульварно-Кудрявська, 18/2, Київ, Україна
Подана робота присвячена розгляду дискредитуючих опонента тактик у дискурсі відповідей Прем’єр
міністра Сполученого Королівства на запитання у парламенті від 04.09.19. В межах проведеного дослідження
дискурс відповідей Прем’єр міністра Сполученого Королівства на запитання у парламенті визначено як підтип
парламентських дебатів із глобальною стратегічною метою отримати та утримати владу в країні, яка
реалізується за рахунок вирішення безпосередніх стратегічних завдань та з використанням певних тактик та
технік. Тактика дискредитації опонента в межах дискурсу відповідей Прем’єр міністра Сполученого Королівства
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на запитання у парламенті визначається опозицією " Прем’єр міністр Сполученого Королівства Борис Джонсон
та опозиційні парламентарі з Джеремі Корбін на чолі", в роботі тактику дискредитації подано у вигляді набору
дій комуніканта з метою зменшити ціннісну значимість лідера / члена опозиційної партії або ж партії в цілому.
Запропоновано диференціювати індивідуального та колективного опонента. Тактики дискредитації опонента
в межах поданого дискурсу запропоновано групувати та класифікувати на : тактики дискредитації, пов’язані
з негативними особливостями опонента, які базуються на системі релевантних для опонента цінностей;
тактики дискредитації, які також мають відношення до тактики само-презентації; тактики образи. Кількість
тактик, використаних Прем’єр міністром Сполученого Королівства та опозиційними парламентарями для
дискредитації один одного, відрізняється. Зазначено, що Прем’єр міністр Сполученого Королівства Борис
Джонсон з метою дискредитації опозиційної Лейбористської партії з Джеремі Корбін на чолі використовує
дискредитуючі опонента тактики: тактику «Опонент – боягуз», тактику «Опонент – кримінальний елемент»,
порівняльну техніку, тактику переваг. Підкреслено, що опозиційні парламентарі з Джеремі Корбін на чолі з
метою дискредитації Прем’єр міністр Сполученого Королівства Борис Джонсон та його Консервативної
партії використовують дискредитуючі опонента тактики: тактику «Опонент – брехун», тактику «Опонент –
непрофесіонал, не компетентний», техніку порівняння.
Ключові слова: дискурс відповіді Прем’єр міністра Об’єднаного Королівства на запитання у Парламенті,
дискредитуюча опонента тактика. тактика образи, порівняльна техніка, тактика переваг.
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